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G. M. Elvis
OnSec. Fitzall Hash Cash Bloo R.A. Blank
Splash Elvis / Pyro / Orig. Raffle Boydwonder
Haberdash Alias Hash Flash Woolies
Webmaster Tampax

Run No. 2172 – Fitzall’s Folly
Preamble:
The Hare was back in harness after 3 weeks away at the Kiwi Nash Hash and what a blast it
was. The Catering Officer (aka La Fitz) was keen to know numbers but Fitzall was unsure
how many would rock up given his aforementioned sojourn. Finally settled on 10 which
turned out to be spot on. The absence of a couple of stalwarts in Tampax and Woolies was
commented upon and hopefully they’ll put in an appearance sooner rather than later.

The Run:
Consisted of a tour of the streets and byways of Warwick and Hamersley and incorporated a
lot of falsies and a Drink Stop but no checks. The pack were a little tardy it getting to the
Drink Stop in the Hare’s estimation and the Run went a smidge over the hour as a result.
However, he dodged a bullet on this one as no mention of the fact was made in the Circle.

The Rundown:
Comments were sought from Boywonder who was fulsome in his praise and generous in
awarding an 8; Alias thought that the Drink Stop should have been earlier in the Run but still
managed a 7.9; RooTed was also impressed and gave it an 8; Bloo was not asked his opinion
but interjected with a lament about the lack of Checks. The GM weighed all of this and
came up with a 7.5.

POW:
From memory Wanker was the last to be presented with the appendage and no-one caught
the RA’s eye this week.

Charges:
Alias on Diesel for deserting the Pack after the Drink Stop and hitching a ride. The RA in his
wisdom (?) reversed the charge for reasons that escaped the scribe and both drank.
The GM charged Diesel for pinching his seat as he also contemplated getting a ride after the
Drink Stop. Down Down Diesel.
Orig. charged Diesel for calling him “Tony”. DD Diesel.

General Business:
Fitzall reported on his recent attendance at Kiwi Nash Hash.
The question as to whether we continue to pay to insure the contents of the Trailer (it turns
out that the Policy does not cover the Trailer itself) was discussed and a decision taken to
relinquish said Policy.
Alias alluded to earlier discussions among the group which resulted in a plan to spin out the
Hareline by building in a “Pub” or similar once a month. The Scribe duly noted the point.
The question of the next Friday Lunch was raised and it was left to the OnSec to come up
with a date and a venue.

Raffle:
My recollection is that it was proposed to limit the Raffle to once a month. (?).

Song:
Brought the Circle to a close.

Dishonour Roll:
All Situations vacant.

Life Members:
Doglover / Fitzall / ’Orrible / Diesel /Elvis / Orig. / Bloo / Boydwonder.

Hareline:

Any queries speak to the OnSec.

25/2 2019

West Coast host us at Gooseberry Hill. 18 Lascelles Parade.

4/3/2019

North Beach Shopping Centre. A stroll along the Boulevarde.
No Hare required.

11/3/2019 Orig. Directions please.
18/3/2019 RooTed.
25/3/2019 Pub Run. Any suggestions?
1/4/2019

Diesel.

8/4/2019

Blank (he’ll probably tell us the week before that he’s off to Bali).

15/4/2019

Woolies.

22/4/2109

Hamersley. Anzac Run.

Important Dates –
23 February

Busselton 30 Year Anniversary.

16 April (Tues.)

Pink Breast Run hosted by Rocky City.
Flyer to follow.

22 April

On On,
Fitzall.

Anzac Run hosted by Hamersley.

